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Question 1: 

Question 2: 
State Records supports the principle 4 in the Issues Paper - Promoting fair access to and wide dissemination of content. The principle supports State Records’ statutory responsibility to ensure New South Wales State archives are easily identified, accessed and used by the public. The promotion of fairness would acknowledge government archives as not being inherently commercial in nature and currently unnecessarily regulated to protect intellectual property of little commercial value. Legislation should promote increasing access to and use of government archives for historical, cultural and evidentiary purposes. State Records also supports principle 7 - reducing the complexity of copyright law. The current complexity of the copyright legislative framework deters State Records from exploring new digital means of providing access to government archives due to uncertainty in how to apply the many exceptions provided in the Copyright Act. Government archives and public institutions, such as State Records NSW, are vital within the framework of a democracy providing evidence of government conduct overtime and the consequent ability to support accountability and the rights of the people. Such a role should be provided with a clear and easily understood status in the copyright regime. 
Question 3: 
Question 4: 
State Records would support the Canadian example as set out in paragraphs 60 and 61 of the issues of Issues Paper in permitting the use of copyright material in caching, indexing and other interrelated technical functions.
Question 5: 
Question 6: 
State Records  supports including provisions in the amended Copyright Act to deal with the issue of copies of works being stored by cloud service providers, backed up in third party arrangements (additional copies for recovery purposes)  and copies being made for transmission purposes (for the client to read, view or use).
Question 7: 
Question 8: 
Question 9: 
Question 10: 
With both the increasing use of digital technologies to copy paper records held in government archive collections (including Crown and non-Crown copyright material) for preservation and access purposes and the increasing use of digital platforms for conducting government business the need to clarify the ability to make back up copies is essential.
There should be provision for the making of backup copies for the purpose of data recovery. It may be possible to distinguish backups done routinely as part of business continuity and data recovery practices (including domestic practices).
Outside of government archives, many people have external hard drives on their PC or use cloud backup services on their personal computing and technology devices – and this is quite distinct from making multiple copies “for other purposes”.
Question 11: 
Question 12: 
Question 13: 
Question 14: 
Question 15: 
Question 16: 
Question 17: 
Question 18: 
Question 19: 
Current copyright law impedes State Records from taking up new digital technologies to improve access to public records and meet the expectations of an ever demanding public for online access, such as mass digitisation projects, because it is unclear how the exceptions apply to non-Crown copyright material held in the collection.
As most of government archives contain unpublished works, including works authored outside government, the resources to locate copyright holders on a document by document level, is if not impossible, beyond State Records’ resources.
In addition the definition of archives in the Copyright Act is particularly narrow and excludes not only other State and Territory government archives but relies on references to establishing legislation that in many cases have been superseded. State Records would support clarifying archives not as a set of named government institutions but a general definition inclusive of all government archives not just those established as regulatory bodies but also those held by government department archives and local government.
A further impediment for cultural institutions, including State archives is the limit to the number of copies that can be made for preservation purposes.  Limited to only three it does not reflect current practices and technologies for back ups, formats, access and use.
Question 20: 
State Records has not used 200AB due to uncertainty in its application.  Instead State Records has concentrated on Crown copyright material and as noted in answer to question 19 this has impeded State Records’ ability to fully engage with new digital technologies to provide greater access to government records.
Question 21: 
State Records supports the amendment to the Copyright Act to allow for greater digitisation and communication by public and cultural institutions. As noted in the answers above the amendments should include broadening the scope of the definition of archives to include more publicly funded archives. Amendments providing for exemptions should be clear and easily applied and not produce uncertainty such as 200AB and its complex tests.
Amendments should provide surety for acts as well as institutions including allowing the use of unpublished non-Crown copyright material in government archives for the purposes of research and use after a certain period of time. Due to the non commercial nature of material in the collections of government archives the digitisation, distribution and use of the material in the archives would not impact on the copyright holders or require remuneration.
Question 22: 
Question 23: 
The legal treatment of orphan works, not distinguishing them from other works, affects State Records’ ability to digitise and provide greater access to a great quantity of the non-Crown copyright material in the archives collection.
Question 24: 
As noted in the answers above the non-Crown copyright works held in government archives do not provide commercial gain in the same ways as other ‘literary’ works.  To identify orphan works State Records is required to attempt and fail to identify copyright holders. Due to the amount of material in State Records’ collection that would require this action, State Records is unable to iniatite digitisation projects that would increase access and use of government arcvhives.  The use of orphan works held in government archives is unlikely to affect anyone’s economic interest in the works. A licensing scheme would seem to be pointless as it is unlikely money would ever reach anyone.
Instead State Records would support the use of non-Crown copyright material in government archives through an amendment that recognises that non-Crown copyright in works over certain age and unpublished extinguishes after a certain amount of time instead of reaming until a period after publication.
Question 25: 
Question 26: 
State Records supports an exception for data mining and other analytical uses of copyright material for educational and non- commercial research use.
Question 27: 
Question 28: 
Question 29: 
Question 30: 
Question 31: 
Question 32: 
Question 33: 
Question 34: 
Question 35: 
Question 36: 
Question 37: 
Question 38: 
Question 39: 
Question 40: 
Question 41: 
Question 42: 
Question 43: 
Question 44: 
Question 45: 
Question 46: 
Question 47: 
Question 48: 
Question 49: 
Question 50: 
State Records supports a free use exception similar in intent and form to the public administration exceptions in the UK Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988 (UK) ss48-49. This would allow government archives to copy and communicate non-Crown copyright material held in their collections that is open to public access under legislation without the need to seek permission from copyright owners or payment of remuneration. This would ensure that copyright material provided to government by third parties for administrative purposes could continue to be used for purposes of public administration, including access to digitised copies online for the purposes of research without infringing copyright or requiring remuneration.
Question 51: 
Question 52: 
State Records supports the introduction of exceptions that allow government archives to copy and disseminate archive material in our collection without infringing copyright and without the payment of remuneration.
A broad flexible dealing exception would support the goal of copyright to encourage innovation and protect fair remuneration for creative effort but when these are not present they would allow for the dissemination of information without burdensome regulation. The exception would provide for non-commercial use for public benefit purposes where this does not harm the interests of copyright owners.
When framing such a dealing exception threshold issues of originality and commercial value of works should be considered. Such consideration would allow works lacking originality and/or commercial value as intellectual property to be copied and disseminated for a clear public benefit.
State Records also supports a broad flexible exception for acts that are fair and reasonable and do not unreasonably prejudice the copyright owner or harm their commercial interests. This would provide greater assurance for all archives and libraries, such as community archives. 
Question 53: 
State Records supports a broad flexible dealing exception replacing some of the existing exceptions as set out in the answers above. The principle of the broad flexible exception would provide the framework for the other exceptions.
Question 54: 
Question 55: 
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